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INFRARED RADIATION SOURCE 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

This invention is concerned generally with radiation 
sources, and more particularly, with a new planar 
source of infrared radiation. 
As more small, portable instruments using infrared 

sources are being designed, it is becoming of impor 
tance to have infrared sources of high overall effi 
ciency. Various infrared sources are presently known. 
One common source is a Nernst glower, which uses a 
silicon carbide ?lament. These glowers have been 
found to be difficult to start-up and operate, while the 
typical physical con?guration does not provide a good 
point source for applications requiring such. 
Tungsten in the shape of a coil filament is also used 

to provide infrared radiation. For use in systems which 
require good imaging and low noise, however, tungsten 
coil filaments are not adequate. Because of the physical 
configuration of the coil, the image does not consist of 
a solid area of radiation, but rather consists of areas of 
radiation intermingled with areas in which not radia 
tion is present. The image is said to have a poor “fill 
factor.“ Furthermore, a system employing a coil fila 
ment is very susceptible to errors induced by mechani 
cal movement or jarring of the system. When jarred, 
the coil filament tends to jiggle resulting in spurious 
noise in the detected radiation. Also, the tungsten ma 
terial typically used in coil filaments has a compara 
tively low emissivity (about 0.l5) in the infrared re 
gion. and is therefore not well suited for use as an infra 
red source. 

In the prior art. some-of the problems of a coil fila 
ment have been avoided by using a ribbon of tungsten 
as a source. A ribbon, however, does not eliminate the 
problems of using low emissivity tungsten as an infrared 
source Furthermore, becauseof the low resistivity of 
tungsten. it is dif?cult to provide a small well-de?ned 
source with a tungsten ribbon, there being no disconti 
nuity between source and leads. If, however, only a 
small section of tungsten is used as a source in conjunc 
tion with thin wire current leads, most of the electrical 
power is then dissipated in the leads rather than in the 
low resistance source, so that the source is very ineffi 
eient. 
Another radiation source which is of current interest 

is the light emitting diode (LED). Present LED’s are 
very low power devices which are not suitable for all 
uses. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

According to the illustrated preferred embodiment, 
the present invention provides a small, well-defined 
source of infrared radiation which can be easily and ef 
ficiently imaged through an optical system. The inven 
tion includes a thin ?lm resistive heater of a high emis~ 
sivity substance such as CI‘gSI evaporated onto a sub 
strate. The resistive heater is con?ned to a small area 
between a pair of metal elements on the substrate. The 
high emissivity of the thin film heater and the low ther 
mal conductivity of the substrate material each contrib 
ute to providing a highly efficient source. 
The resistive heater of high emissivity is positioned 

between, and immediately adjacent to, a pair of metal 
elements of low resistivity and emissivity to provide a 
well-defined source which is particularly suited to im 
aging with mirror optics. The source is planar, and may 
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therefore be'easily imaged. Furthermore the device is 
mechanically stable, so that the source will notjiggle in 
response to a shock. 

In accordance with one of the illustrated preferred 
embodiments, the resistive element is coated with an 
antire?ecting layer'to enhance its emissivity. Sources 
built in accordance with this embodiment have yielded 
an efficiency of about 0.2% with a bandwidth of about 
5% in the infrared region. ' ' 

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a radiation source in accordance with an 
embodiment of the invention. 
FIG. 2 shows a portion of a light source in accor 

dance with another embodiment of the invention in 
cluding an antire?ecting layer. . 
FIG. 3 illustrates a light source in a package including 

a re?ecting surface. ’ 

DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION ‘ 

In FIG. 1 there is illustrated a substrate 11 vof low 
thermal conductivity, e.g. conductivity in the range 
0.02 to 0.08 watt/cm°K. Several suitable materials are 
thin sapphire, Y2O3 and quartz. The dimensions of sub-, 
strate Il may be chosen in accordance with a desired 
size of the light source; e.g. operating devices have ~ 
been built in which the dimensions of substrate 11 are 
about 0.150 by 0.020 by 0.002 inch. Positioned cen 
trally with respect to the long dimensions of substrate 
511 is a radiation source area 13 which comprises a re 
gion of a highly resistive. highly emissive material, 
emissivity greater than about 0.5 being preferred. Pref 
erably, source area 13 consists of Cr3Si evaporated 
onto substrate 11 to a depth of about l—2,u.. In the illus 
trated embodiment, source area 13 is a 0.02 X 0.02 
inch square having a resistance of about IOOIL-In the 
infrared radiation region of interest, about 4p. wave 
length, the emissivity of Cr3Si is about 0.5. Immediately 
adjacent to both sides of vsource area 13 are a pair of 
metallic conductors 15 which are preferably of a low 
emissivity relative to that of the Cr3Si in the infrared-re 
gion. Platinum, which has an emissivity in the infrared 
of about 0.1 is suitable, but other metals such as gold 
may also be used. Each metallic conductor 15 includes 
a portion 17 which overlaps a small area of source 13. 
This configuration helps to provide a well defined 
source region. A pair of leads 19, of a material such as 
gold, are bonded to metal layers 15 to serve as input 
and output leads supplying electrical power to source 
area 13. As will be explained further below, it is desir 
able that spurious radiation not be emitted from the de 
vice, as from the bottom of substrate 11. To prevent 
spurious radiation from being emitted, an additional 
metal layer 21 is deposited onto the bottom of substrate 
11. 

In operation. current leads 19 are connected to a 
source which provides sufficient current to heat thin 
?lm resistive heater 13 to a temperature of about 
700°C. For the 1000 square of Cr-3Si described above, 
a current in the range of about 50-70 ma has been 
found to provide adequate heating. Spurious radiation 
from metal layer 15 is kept to a minimum by using a 
substrate which is of very low thermal conductivity, 
thereby ensuring that only small amounts of heat are 
conducted away from source 13 to metal plates 15 via 
substrate 11. Additionally, the use of low emissivity 
metals such as platinum for metal plates 15 adjacent to 
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resistive heater 13 further reduces emission from layers 
15, so that the region from which radiation is emitted 
is spatially well defined. 
FIG. 2 again shows a portion of substrate 11, and a 

portion of both metal layers 15 including raised por 
tions 17. Also shown is thin ?lm resistive heater l3 po 
sitioned adjacent to metal layers 15. There is also illus 
trated an antire?ecting layer 23‘of a material such as 
TiO2. thickness of about 0.44u, which is in contact with 
resistive heater 13. Antireflecting layer 23 serves to ef 
fectively increase the emissivity of the infrared source. 
Preferably, the material of antireflecting layer 23 is se 
lected so that its index of refraction is approximately 
equal to the square root ofthe index of refraction of the 
material of heater 13. 

in FIG. 3, there is illustrated source strip 11 encapsu 
lated in an optical package 25. Package 25 includes a 
base 27 on which is mounted a re?ecting surface 29. 
Re?ecting surface 29 is preferably an eliptical or para 
bolic re?ector of a solid piece of metal such as alumi 
num. A pair of metal posts 31 extend through base 27 
and re?ector 29 and are connected to leads 19 to pro 
vide electrical power to strip source 10. lnfrared radia 
tion emitted from source area 13 is directed to re?ect 
ing surface 29, from which it is re?ected out of package 
25 to form a magni?ed image (not shown). It may be 
seen from this illustration that light emitted from the 
side of source 13 away from re?ector 29 would be di 
rected toward the right in the figure, and thereby de 
grade the image produced by rays re?ected from re 
?ector 29. As was described above in connection with 
FIG. 1. a metallic surface is deposited on the back 
(right side in the figure) of substrate 11 to prevent the 
occurrence of such spurious radiation. Preferably, 
package 25 is hermetically sealed to enclose an inert 
atmosphere such as nitrogen or argon, to prolong the 
life of the filament. 

1 claim: 
1. An infrared radiation source comprising: 
a substrate: 
a pair of metal strips of emissivity less than about 0.2 

in the infrared region positioned on one side of the 
substrate; 
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4 
a thin film resistive heater of emissivity greater than 
about 0.5 in the infrared region positioned on the 
substrate in between the pair of metal strips to 
serve as a radiation source area bounded by the 
metal strips; and 

input and output leads electrically interconnected 
with the pair of metal strips for conducting an elec 
trical current through the source. ' 

2. An infrared radiation source as in claim 1 wherein 
the thin film resistive heater comprises a layer of Cr3Si 
deposited onto the substrate. 

3. An infrared radiation source as in claim 2 wherein 
the substrate material is selected from the group con 
sisting of sapphire and Y2O3 and quartz. 

4. An infrared radiation source as in claim 2 includ 
ing an antire?ecting layer on the Cr3Si layer for in 
creasing the effective emissivity of the heater. 

5. An infrared radiation source as in claim 4 wherein 
the antire?ecting layer is of TiO;. 

6. An infrared radiation source as in claim 5 includ 
ing another metal strip on another side of the substrate 
opposite the side on which the resistive heater is depos 
ited, for preventing spurious radiation from said other 
side of the substrate. 

7. An infrared radiation source as in claim 6 wherein‘ 
the substrate is mounted in a housing including a base 
and a re?ecting surface mounted on the base. the re 
?ecting surface for re?ecting and focusing infrared ra 
diation from the thin ?lm resistive heater. 

8. An infrared radiation source as in claim 7 wherein: 
the housing is of a circular cross section; 
the re?ecting surface is an eliptical mirror; and 
the substrate and thin film resistive heater are 
mounted in spaced relation with the re?ecting sur 
face. 

9. An infrared radiation source as in claim 7 wherein: 
the housing is of a circular cross section; 
the re?ecting surface is a parabolic mirror; and 
the substrate and the thin film resistive heater are 
mounted in spaced relation with the re?ecting sur 


